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Flexi EURO AC

Create up to 30% more
warehouse capacity
Flexi EURO works in 78” aisles.

Lift heights to 26 feet

Designed to bring Flexi articulated space saving
and handling efficiency to users of all popular
pallet types.

Stacking performance
Unique 39” wide chassis and “Artic”
over rotate feature allow block stacking of
pallets and drive in rack operation.

Triplex or quad mast
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Lift mast options include triplex full free
lift or quad free lift, to suit most operating
conditions.
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Full 3750 lb lift capacity
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AC power to store more at less cost.

COMPACT FRONT AXLE AC POWER

STEEL PLATE REAR COVER
Detailed steel plate rear panel protects
traction battery. Narrow 38” wide
rear chassis allows block stacking and
drive in rack operation.

Latest AC technology
for fast acceleration and
safe controlled braking.
Integrated fault finding
and monitoring. Easy
turning in very narrow
aisles.

FORWARD FACING SEAT
High quality
adjustable full
suspension seat
with operators
lumber support.

TOUGH CUSHION TIRES
Flexi EURO front cushion rubber
drive wheels provide excellent
grip and traction in slippery
conditions when fully loaded.

TILTING “CLEAR VISION” MAST

EASY BATTERY CHANGE

Flexi’s famous
“clear vision” mast
is available in either
triplex or quad
format. Integrated side
shift fork carriage is
standard.

Low rear lift off
or roll off for fast
changeovers.
Good access for
battery topping. No
motors underneath.

HIVIS OVERHEAD GUARD
The unique ‘Hi Vis’
safety guard
combines maximum
visibility and overhead
protection for the
operator.

PARCEL BAY
Conveniently
located behind
the operator
and suitable for
carrying a roll of
plastic film or any
other material that
needs to be close
to hand.
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NARROW AISLE INC

1617 Terre Colony Ct., Dallas, TX USA 75212

(214) 819-4185 | www.narrowaisleinc.com | info@narr

aisleinc.com

